
Fitting into your
customer’s 
Multi-Cloud 
Environment

A recent study from analyst firm 451 Research suggests 
the future of IT is hybrid and multi-cloud, 
with 69% of respondents 
planning to have some form of 
multi-cloud environment by 2019.

Your customers are deploying 
multiple clouds. 

And they are doing so for a few reasons: no one 
provider o�ers a single solution that can fully address 
customers’ every requirement; typically, more than one cloud 
service is leveraged to increase redundancy or maximize processing 
power. The customer reduces its dependency on a single vendor and enables increased 
flexibility throughout the organization. 

Multi-Cloud Environments help customers experience:

AVOID VENDOR LOCK-IN

POTENTIAL COST SAVINGS

DATA MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

LOWERED RISK OF DDOS ATTACKS

IMPROVED RELIABILITY 



How to help customers with 
their multi-cloud strategy:
  Initiate migration conversations: What are you planning to move 
  to the cloud, why? 

  Recommend organizing applications and data. They operate  
  di�erently, and a lot must be thought through before selecting  
  vendors: categorize them into groups to make it easy to rollout  
  once cloud vendors are selected.

  What features matter most with your data in the cloud? 
  What are you trying to accomplish, internally: cost savings,   
  security, disaster recovery, data-loss resilience, data sovereignty,  
  access, scalability?

  Explore all factors and implications: cost savings, performance, 
  redundancy, public/private, cost to exporting data from the cloud, 
  elasticity and SLAs. All of these perform di�erently based on the 
  amount  of data and the specifics of the apps taken to the cloud.

  Have the security conversation. Where are potential   
  vulnerabilities and what compliance and security measures are  
  built in with each vendor?

  Do specific vendors require internal IT sta� to manage each  
  cloud platform, monitor, track spending or even duplicate   
  networking and security measures across all cloud instances?

  Who is auditing the company’s multi-cloud strategy, how often 
  is it evaluated, what is the methodology and who is monitoring
  backend analytics?

  How is the customer looking at data on usage, optimization and  
  performance?

Pending what a 
company is virtualizing, 
be it servers, 
databases and/or 
applications, they all 
require di�erent 
vendors. 

No two company 
environments are the 
same and each of TBI’s 
100+ vendors o�er 
something unique.

By leveraging the TBI 
relationship, arrange 
vendor introductions, 
access solution 
engineers, help 
develop cloud 
migration strategies 
and support 
virtualization projects 
with project 
management, 
monitoring, tracking 
and enhancing your 
customers security 
posture as they 
digitalize business. 
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